Trans-Scaphoid Perilunate Fracture Dislocation; A Technical Note
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ABSTRACT

Carpal fracture-dislocation is regarded as an unusual orthopedic injury and, thus, orthopedic surgeons are less experienced in dealing with and treating these fractures and dislocations. We report a 20-year-old worker man suffering from an unusual carpal fracture-dislocation. There was trans-scaphoid fracture and lunate dislocation with other carpal proximal bones toward volar of the wrist. Two volar and dorsal approaches were used to treat and stabilize the fracture. It was completely stabilized after open reduction and fixation using several pins. After two days, neural symptoms were completely recovered and the patient was discharged. Postoperative radiographies revealed complete restitution of lesser and greater arcs and normalization of Gilula’s line. Scapholunate and lunatocapitate angles reached to less than 60° and 10°, respectively. The combined approach had favorable results for treatment of this unusual type of carpus fracture dislocation. However longer follow up is need to evaluate the arthritis and degenerative changes in wrist.
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Introduction

Perilunate dislocation and trans-scaphoid fracture-dislocation is among unusual orthopedic traumatic injuries mainly seen in youths due to high energy trauma [1-4]. These dislocations may be missed in 25% of cases. If it is neglected, it leads to progress of carpal instability and post-traumatic arthritis [5]. The treatment aims at reducing dislocation, internally fixing fracture, and repairing ligament injuries. However, open reduction may result in injury of capsule and ligament structures and more complications such as joint stiffness due to fibrosis of the joint capsule [6]. Also, open reduction may create some problems in blood circulation of the repaired area and failure or delay in improvement process. On the other hand, closed reduction and percutaneous stabilization with pin which is highly associated with later recurrent instability and carpal incongruity may lead to more...
post-traumatic arthritis [7,8]. In this report, a carpal fracture-dislocation case is introduced where two volar and dorsal approaches were used in surgery process. Appropriate carpal stabilization was the primary result of the treatment process.

Case Report

A 20-year-old worker man, falling from a 2 meters height on his right hand, suffered from severe trauma in his wrist and referred to our emergency department. In initial examination, severe deformity of wrist and forearm was evident but vascular circulation was normal and arterial pulses were completely established. Neural examination referred to paresthesia of first, second, and third figures at volar level. Following wrist and forearm radiography of two plans (Figure 1), the patient was hospitalized with radius shaft fracture and carpus fracture-dislocation. There was trans-scaphoid fracture and lunate dislocation with other carpal proximal bones toward volar of the wrist. Considering neural symptoms, volar approach was used to open reduction and carpal tunnel decompress. However, the approach was not sufficient to complete reduction and exact reduction was not possible due to capitate dislocation. Then, dorsal approach was used to open wrist joint capsule from among extensor tendons and the reduction was done using two approaches. It was fixed using several pins. The approach is centered over Lister’s tubercle, reflecting the dorsal wrist capsule to preserve the dorsal intercarpal and dorsal radiotriquetral ligaments, using a radial-based capsular flap. The radial capsule is reflected from the scaphoid to its wrist. The open technique allows direct visualization of the injured ligament, reduction, and ligament repair (Figure 2).

Capitate was initially reduced and then scaphoid and lunate reduction was done. Scaphoid fracture was also fixed using pin. Carpal tunnel was decompressed before fixation. Scapholunate ligament which was at the ruptured scaphoid side was repaired. However, it was not possible to repair other ligaments because of extent of ligament injury. Following volar approach, radius was openly reduced and fixed with a 7-hole DCP plate. Finally, subcutaneous and skin were repaired. After two days, neural symptoms were completely recovered and the patient was discharged. Postoperative radiographies indicate to complete restitution of lesser and greater arcs and Gilula’s line was normalized. Scapholunate and lunatocapitate angles reached to less than 60° and 10°, respectively. The gap between scaphoid and lunate was about 2 mm (Figure 3).

Discussion

Carpal stabilization depends on perilunate ligaments and scaphoid bone such that relation of proximal and distal carpal row depends on health of these elements [5]. These unusual injuries consist about 10% of carpal injuries. Lesser arc injuries are often of ligament type and occur due to dislocation of lunate to dorsal while transosseous and greater arc injuries constitute over than two third of perilunate dislocations. The injuries often occur because of hyperextension, ulnar deviation, and intercarpal supination [6-8].
Surgical interventions significantly prevent from carpal instability but post-traumatic arthritis occurs in more than 50% of cases in these patients. Closed reduction is highly related with poor outcome in these patients such that weak outcomes are observed in 27% of the patients in long-term follow up [9]. Although exact anatomic reduction is not possible, it may be prevented through open reduction. In this patient, volar and dorsal approaches were used in open reduction considering extent of injury and median neurological disorder. Exact primary neural and vascular examination is of high importance in these patients and should be taken seriously since it is really helpful in selecting the appropriate approach. According to our experience, it is not possible to use anatomic open reduction method with volar approach in complex cases and dorsal approach should also be used simultaneously. Fixation with several pins used to stabilize and repair scapholunate ligament results in complete stabilization of the wrist such that scapholunate and lunatocapitate angles became normal and the scapholunate gap reduced to less than 3mm. Although the patient was not followed up for long time, complete stabilization was realized initially and post-traumatic arthritis was highly possible because of extent of injury.

In conclusion, in unusual and complex cases, reduction with two approaches and fixation with several pins may be helpful in carpus stabilization. Longer follow-up periods are required to determine the effects of this surgery on degenerative changes and osteoarthritis of the wrist.
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